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Allocating an Area to a Vehicle

The present invention relates to allocating an area, such as a berth or

parking space, to a vehicle.

It is known for marinas and the like to rent out berths for vessels.

However, if a boat-owner does not have a space rented in advance in a

particular location then he/she may not be able to stay there. Similarly, parking

spaces for cars and the like are conventionally either allocated on a long-term

basis (e.g. residential street parking) or on an ad-hoc basis upon arrival at a car

park (e.g. "pay and display" ticketing machines or street parking). It is not

uncommon for vehicles to be taken to a particular location without knowing until

they arrive whether or not there are any spaces available. There is therefore a

need to be able to allocate areas, such as boat berths or parking spaces, to

users of vehicles in a reliable and convenient manner.

Embodiments of the present invention are intended to address at least

some of the abovementioned problems. Some embodiments can accurately

obtain information in a real-time manner regarding availability of spaces, thereby

ensuring that a space will actually be available for the vehicle when it is taken

there.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of directing a vehicle to an allocated area, the method including:

obtaining data representing a current geographical location of the vehicle;

using the geographical location data to identify at least one destination

location, each said destination location having a set of allocatable areas;

checking availability of the allocatable areas at the at least one



destination location in order to allocate a said available allocatable area to the

vehicle, and

generating data for use in directing the vehicle to the area allocated to the

vehicle.

For the avoidance of doubt, the term "vehicle" used herein is intended to

cover a wide range of transport, including vehicles that travel over/through land,

water and/or air. A non-exhaustive list of examples includes cars, motorbikes,

trucks, buses, aircraft and boats.

The method may further include obtaining further data relating to the

vehicle and using this further vehicle data to identify the at least one destination

location. For example, the method may include obtaining a fuel level of the

vehicle to identify destination locations that are within range of the vehicle based

on the fuel level. Further, the method may include obtaining information relating

to travel between the current geographical location and destination location, e.g.

information relating to weather conditions, information relating to shipping lanes

or charts, information relating to traffic conditions, information relating to road

works, information relating to tolls or congestion charges, etc.

The method may further include obtaining data relating to at least one

user preference in order to identify the at least one destination location. For

example, a user may specify a price range (or threshold) and the method may

compare the user price preference with information relating to prices of

allocatable areas at the destination locations. The user preference may specify

that the method is to identify a said destination location that is nearest to the

current geographical destination of the vehicle.



The method may present information relating to the identified destination

locations and allow the user to select at least one of the identified destination

locations for the step of checking availability of the allocatable areas.

The data for directing the vehicle may be used by a navigation or

autopilot system to navigate or transport the vehicle to the destination location

having the allocated area. Upon arrival at the allocated area the method may

further use the navigation or autopilot system. For example, precise coordinates

of the allocated area may be displayed by the navigation system and/or the

precise coordinates may be used by the autopilot system to guide the vehicle to

dock in the allocated area. In alternative embodiment, a sensor arrangement

fitted on/adjacent the vehicle and/or the allocated area may be used to dock the

vehicle in the allocated area. The sensor arrangement may detect a position of

the vehicle relative to at least one feature of the allocated area.

The method may include identifying and monitoring a said vehicle located

in the allocated area . The method may monitor whether the vehicle is

approaching, or exceeding, its allocated time in the allocated area. T he

monitoring may be continuous or intermittent and in some cases can be

performed by sensors located at or adjacent the allocated area. If the method

detects that the vehicle is exceeding its allocated time in the allocated area then

the method can include imposing a penalty on a user of the vehicle. The penalty

may comprise a financial penalty. Additionally or alternatively, the penalty may

include depriving the vehicle of a service at the allocated area, e.g. cut off water;

sewerage; electricity and/or fuel services.

The method may include detecting if another said vehicle is prevented



from using the allocated area due to the firstmentioned vehicle exceeding its

allocated time and seeking an alternative allocatable area for the other vehicle.

The method may include computing an estimated time of arrival of the

vehicle at the allocated area. The method may further include updating the

estimated time of arrival if a user of the vehicle interrupts or makes a detour from

a route to the allocated area. The method may further include updating the

estimated time of arrival based on weather condition and/or traffic/shipping lane

information.

The method may further include computing a cost value associated with

travelling from the current geographical location to a said destination location.

This computing of the cost value can include computing a cost of travel based

on distance between the current geographical location and the destination

location; en route weather conditions; en route traffic or shipping information;

fuel usage (which may be based on estimated speed of the travel and/or

weather conditions and/or shipping lane information); weight of the vehicle

(possibly including onboard materials, such as fuel, water, number of people

onboard, etc). In some cases, a waterline monitoring device can be used to

compute the weight of the vehicle. In other cases, a load sensor can be used to

compute the weight of a land-based vehicle. In some cases, a reading from a

foul sensor can be used in the cost computation.

The vehicle may comprise a waterborne vessel and the allocatable areas

may comprise berths. Alternatively, the vehicle may comprise a motor vehicle

and the allocatable areas may comprise parking spaces.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a



system adapted to direct a vehicle to an allocated area, the system including:

a location device for obtaining data representing a current geographical

location of the vehicle;

a device configured to use the geographical location data to identify at

least one destination location, each said destination location having a set of

allocatable areas;

a device configured to check availability of the allocatable areas at the at

least one destination location in order to allocate a said available allocatable

area to the vehicle, and

a device configured to generate data for use in directing the vehicle to the

area allocated to the vehicle.

Embodiments of the invention may be implemented using a client/server

hardware/software arrangement.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided

a method of allocating an allocatable area to a vehicle (or an owner/user of the

vehicle), the method including:

identifying at least one destination location meeting at least one user-

selected criteria, each said destination location having a set of allocatable areas,

and

checking availability of the allocatable areas at the least one destination

location in order to allocate a said available allocatable area to the vehicle.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided

a method of monitoring usage of allocatable areas by at least one vehicle, the

method including:



detecting presence of at least one vehicle at or adjacent an allocatable

area;

performing at least one action in response to the detection of the vehicle.

According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of controlling access of a vehicle in and/or out of an area, the method

including:

transferring a message from an area control system to a vehicle system,

the message relating to access of the vehicle into and/or out of the area. The

area can be a port or the like. The message can instruct the vehicle and/or its

user to wait in a specific location before proceeding in or out of the area.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of generating a route to be traversed by a vehicle, the method including:

receiving user input regarding at least part of a route to be travelled using

a vehicle;

computing at least one point on the route, and

displaying the computed at least one point to the user, and/or causing the

vehicle to transverse at least part of the route including the computed at least

one point.

For instance, the user may input a starting point for the route and the

method may compute an end point for the route (or vice versa). Alternatively,

the user may enter a starting point and an end point for the route and the

method may compute at least one intermediate point on the route, e.g. based on

the user providing a general area/boundary for the route; the user providing

information regarding points of interest preferably included on the route, and the



like.

Systems corresponding to the methods described herein can also be

provided.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a

computer program element comprising: computer code means to make the

computer execute methods substantially as described herein. The element may

comprise a computer program product.

Whilst the invention has been described above, it extends to any

inventive combination of features set out above or in the following description.

Although illustrative embodiments of the invention are described in detail herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the

invention is not l imited to these precise embodiments. As such, many

modifications and variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art.

Furthermore, it is contemplated that a particular feature described either

individually or as part of an embodiment can be combined with other individually

described features, or parts of other embodiments, even if the other features and

embodiments make no mention of the particular feature. Thus, the invention

extends to such specific combinations not already described.

The invention may be performed in various ways, and, by way of example

only, embodiments thereof will now be described, reference being made to the

accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of a first embodiment of the system;

Figure 2 is a flowchart illustrating example steps performed by

components of the first embodiment, and



Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating steps performed by an alternative

embodiment.

Figure 1 shows a waterborne vessel 100, which can be a yacht or the

like. The vessel has an onboard computing device 102, which may be a desktop

computer or part of an integrated navigation system. Alternatively, the device

may comprise a mobile device such as a laptop, PDA or smartphone that has

been configured to interact with other components of the system as described

herein. The computing device will typically include a processor 104, a memory

106 and a communications interface 107, with the memory including code that

allows the computing device to function as described herein.

The vessel 100 also includes at least one onboard system 108. In some

embodiments the onboard system can include a device that provides data

relating to the current geographical location of the vessel, e.g. a GPS device.

Other examples of onboard systems that may be used by the system include an

engine fuel level monitoring device or a battery level monitor for electrically-

powered vehicles. The onboard systems may be ones that are already fitted to

the vessel, or they may be components provided and installed specifically for

use with the system described herein. It will be appreciated that the examples

shown in the Figure can be varied for other versions of the system . For

example, for the land vehicle embodiment of Figure 3 (described below), the

computing device 102 may be part of a GPS navigation system fitted in, or on,

the vehicle.

Figure 1 further shows a booking system 110 . The booking system will

typically comprise computing resources located at the premises of an operator of



the system. In the example this takes the form of a computing device having a

processor 112 , a memory 114 and a communications interface 116 . The

interface allows the booking system to communicate with the onboard computing

device 102 and other devices, e.g. by means of wireless internet, which may

involve satellite links or cellular wireless networks, e.g. 4G, or any other suitable

communications technology. In some embodiments, at least this part of the

booking system may be Cloud-based. The memory of the booking system's

computing device includes code that allows it to function as described herein.

Also shown in Figure 1 are computing devices 120, 120' that are typically

located at, or associated with, respective marinas at various locations. Only two

are shown in the Figure for ease of illustration, but it will be understood that any

number of marinas, located anywhere in the world, can participate in the system.

These computing devices can be substantially conventional and typically include

processors 12 1 , 12 1 ' , memory 122, 122' and communications means, etc.

Typically, the marina-associated computing devices store and provide data

relating to the availability of berths, e.g. 126A - 126H at a first marina. This data

may be provided by an operator after visual/video inspection of the berths, or

may be done in a more automated manner, e.g. by receiving signals from

sensors in the berths. In the example, each computing device is associated with

one marina, but it will be understood that this can vary, e.g. a single computing

device may store and update information relating to berth availability at more

than one marina (e.g. marinas operated by the same entity). Further, in some

cases, data relating to berth availability may be stored and updated directly in

the memory 114 of the booking system computing device 110 .



Figure 1 also shows a further computing resource 130, which may be a

remotely-accessible database providing up-to-date information on weather

conditions (current, short term and/or long term), shipping lanes, charts, etc. In

some embodiments, the booking system 110 can obtain data from at least one

such resource over a network, but in other embodiments, the booking system

itself may gather and maintain such additional data.

Referring to Figure 2, example steps performed by the system illustrated

in Figure 1 are shown. It will be appreciated that the steps shown are exemplary

only and in alternative embodiments/operating modes some of the steps may be

omitted or re-ordered.

At step 202, a user onboard the vessel 100 logs into the booking system

using the onboard computing device 102. This may involve connecting to a

website operated by the booking system 110 over the internet, for example. It

will be appreciated that it is possible to configure the system so that the various

steps described herein are performed by code executing on the onboard

computer 102 and/or the booking system 110 computer. Typically, the user will

need to reg ister/su bscribe to the system and will be provided with a

username/password to log in, although in alternative embodiments access to the

system may be more open (e.g. on a pay-per-booking basis). After logging in,

the user may be invited to indicate a preference for a location where he wishes

to find a berth. This may be done by specifying coordinates or a location name,

for example. Alternatively, the user may select the "nearest available" berth to

the vessel's current location, or the system may be configured to offer at least

one possible berthing location . The "nearest available" berth could be



calculated as the one "as the crow flies" in terms of distance; the nearest in

terms of estimated time to arrive, or the nearest in terms of least cost to get

there (see below). In some cases, the cheapest port might not be the

geographically closest because there may be a storm or the like between the

vessel and it. The system can also take into account shipping lanes and charts,

etc (having to avoid shallow, rocky areas, etc). Embodiments of the system

may also be able to interface with sonar, radar, thermal night vision and any

other navigation/route planning aid. In embodiments that are able to obtain

weather forecasts/data from local meteorological offices and the like, the system

may also calculate a diversionary route needed to be taken in order to avoid

storm, etc. The system can show an alternative route on its display, together

with probabilities for the weather event occurring on a route, so that the captain

or the like can decide whether or not to use that route. Alternatively, the system

can automatically command the vessel's autopilot to follow a route.

In some embodiments, the user can also specify at least one other criteria

that the system can use to find a berth, e.g . time/date of arrival/departure,

preferred price range, vessel-specific requ irements, such as minimum

dimensions (e.g. length), availability of electrical supply, etc. Fuel, food

supplies, etc, to be provided at a chosen location can be also ordered using

embodiments of the booking system at any time, and prepaid at that time, if so

desired. In some embodiments, the system can further assist with voyage/route

planning, which may or may not include an allocable area, such as a berth or

parking space. For example, when a boat operator (captain or owner, for

example) plans a voyage (e.g. a cruise around the Mediterranean), he can input



minimal data into the system, such as when he wishes to leave and how long he

would like the trip to take/last. This information can be input into the system 102

onboard the boat, which then communicates with the remote system 110 .

Alternatively, the information can be input directly into the remote system 110,

e.g. by a booking operator speaking with the boat user over a phone. The user

can also specify more detailed information, such as how long he wishes to

spend in a particular port (one night per stop over, for example), or indicate any

special interests he may have. For example, he may wish to visit the Cannes

Film Festival and attend a music event in Sardinia. The system 110 can have

points of interest stored and businesses/marinas can be encouraged to provide

details of points of interest and events in their area for inclusion in this database.

The system 110 can access this information when planning the voyage.

Further, the system can access Google™ or any other search engine(s),

in order to discover events occurring around the relevant areas in the relevant

time frame that are not already stored in its database. The system can also be

set to recommend events (e.g. based on the user's specified interest), if selected

as an option in the user's preferences settings. The system can then suggest

stops en route (ports), according to availability of berths in those ports and any

other stipulations user has made, such as the necessity to be in a certain port at

a certain time, etc.

The system 110 can be instructed to compute a route, which can involve

accessing remote data sources (as described below) to avoid bad weather, for

instance. If the voyage is to take a longer route than originally specified as a

result then the system can flag this and/or provide an explanation. Also, if a



storm or the like is expected to hit a port on a certain day, then the system can

recommend staying longer in an alternative port in order to avoid the storm.

This computed itinerary can include suggested refuelling points (the system

may be able to access local fuel prices via external resources), taking into

account factors such as the boat's current position, displacement, fuel range,

etc. In some cases, fuel prices can also be obtained from the port system, or

the port management part of the booking system can automatically be updated

when a marina/port operator adjusts its fuel prices. In some cases, fuel prices

can be varied according to the quantity ordered. When planning a voyage, the

user may wish to update the system with information regarding additional loads

on the boat, so the necessary refuelling, etc, can be re-calculated before the trip

commences. If the displacement sensors (see below) indicate different loading

on the day of departure on the trip, then the system can update the user at that

time, informing him regarding any changed calculations. Also, the weather

forecasts may change on the day of departure, and the system can also update

the user regarding this and adjust the voyage accordingly, either automatically or

with the user's permission, depending on the user preferences selected. Other

variables that can change on the day of the departure can also be taken into

account by the system.

At step 204 the system obtains information form at least one of the

onboard systems 108. Examples of such information include the current

position of the vessel and the amount of fuel available.

At step 206 the system may obtain information from the off-board

systems 130, such as information relating to weather conditions, charts and/or



shipping lanes and/or availability of items relating to points along the computed

route, such as tickets for an event or a table at a restaurant.

At step 208 the system uses the onboard data and any data obtained

from the off-board resources to try to find a suitable berth(s) and/or route. The

skilled person will appreciate that there are various ways of achieving this. For

example, in terms of berths, the system may first perform checks relating to

feasible marina locations:

• Is user-selected marina location within fuel range?

• Which marina location(s) are within fuel range?

• Which marina location(s) are within a minimum distance of the

vessel's current location?

These checks may return a list of at least one marina location to which

the vessel can travel and the system may then check whether there are any

available berths at those marina(s). The skilled person will appreciate that there

are several ways of performing such checks and that various data structures and

search algorithms may be used to perform the checks in an efficient manner.

For instance, the booking system computer may store a database of berths at

the marinas registered with the system, each berth being labelled (based upon

data provided by the marina computing devices 120 in real-time) as "available"

or "unavailable" (typically over specific time periods). An example of the type of

information that may be stored in the database fields is given below, but it will be

understood that the database contents and format can vary:

Berth Location Time/Date Cost Other information



ID availability per

hour

000 Poole, UK Sept 1st: £5 12 .5 m ; e lectrica l

0:00 - 5:00 supply, etc

available;

5:01 - 18:00

unavailable;

18:01

23:59

available.

Sept 2nd :

0:00 - 18:00

unavailable

1002 Poole, UK Sept 1st: £8.50 20.0 m; no electrical

supply, etc

1004 Monte Carlo, Sept 1st:

MC

Further checks relating to available berths may also be performed, e.g.

whether the cost is within the price range specified by the user; whether the

dimensions are suitable for the vessel, etc. In some embodiments, when the

s y s t e m i s s e t-up/installed, details such as t he vessel/vehicle

make/model/dimensions, etc, can be input and it may also be linked to the

vehicle's satnav/GPS/tracker systems, so that the berthing charges can then be



made according to the size of the vessel . In embodiments for land-based

vehicles, pricing may be based on dimensions(length, width, height, etc) of cars,

etc.

These steps may return a list of at least one marina having at least one

available berth and the system may then check travel conditions between the

vessel's current location and the location(s) of the available berth(s), e.g. using

weather data obtained from the off-board resources. If such further checks

indicate, for instance, that weather conditions for travel to a particular available

berth is unfavourable then that berth may be eliminated from the list.

The system can also compute a total cost of getting to and/or using a

berth, in terms of fuel use and time, etc. This calculation can take into account,

among other things, distance and weather en route: different routes may be

calculated, taking into account different weather forecasts on the different

routes. The fuel usage can be calculated according to the current weight of the

vessel (including current fuel, water, number of people onboard, etc,), which the

system can monitor continuously or intermittently. This can involve a (existing or

system-specific) vessel waterl ine mon itoring device (to measure boat

displacement) and/or vessel management systems (which indicate loads on

board and displacement), etc. In embodiments for land-based vehicles, a load

sensor can be used to compute the weight of a land-based vehicle. In addition,

there can be (existing or system-specific) foul sensors fitted to hull and

propellers/rudders, etc, in order to tell the system the level of foul on the hull and

propellers, as this can also affect the time and fuel consumed (whenever the

boat is de-fouled, the system can be updated with this information, so it can



monitor when next de-foul is due, taking into account when the boat was last de-

fouled and measurements from the fouling sensors, etc). There may be other

factors that can be taken into account when calculating how long it will take/cost

to get to berth . Fuel use is also affected by the weather en route.

Traffic/shipping lane conditions can be taken into account, when calculating and

the total cost and the system can calculate the impact of weather events on the

overall cost. The cost of an electricity supply, fuel, water, etc, can also be used

in the computation. Therefore, when calculating the cost, there will be the cost

of the berth plus these other factors: all or some of these variables can used in

the calculation in order to give an overall cost of the berth (i.e. travelling to it,

etc), as well as the cost of the berth rental itself. After performing such

checks/calculations a list of one or more available berths may be made available

by the system, each possibly being associated with a cost or cost-based rating.

In cases where no berths meeting the user's criteria are found then the user may

be invited to amend his/her search criteria.

The costs can also be taken into account by the system in order to give

the user a suggested itinerary/route according to costs. The costs can be

itemised in the suggested itinerary. As mentioned above, the system can take

into account any special events which are due to occur near various ports, and

may list these on the display. The system can recommend alternative dates, in

order to reduce costs if selected. The user can adjust the itinerary according to

his wishes and plans, then instruct the system to proceed with the bookings, etc.

The system can be set up to operate automatically or request user's permission

for all or particular variables/actions.



In embodiments where the system processes data relating to port

facilities and enable users to make comments about ports, facilities (including

restaurants, etc) and local surroundings, the user can use all this information to

finalise the bookings based on a computed route suggested by the system.

Some embodiments can also directly book refuelling, hotels, restaurants, etc, in

a similar manner to the booking of berths, over a communications network.

At step 2 10 information relating to the found available berths may be

displayed to the user. Such information can include details regarding the berth

location and possibly travelling time, cost, marina amenities and facilities, etc.

The found berths may be displayed as a list, e.g. ordered according to the total

calculated cost, and the user may be able to select his/her preferred option at

step 2 12 . In embodiments where the system is used to generate a suggested

itinerary/route then this kind of information can also be shown on the screen

display, with notes (giving reasons for a longer route or route diversion, for

example, or the reason for staying 3 nights instead of two in a particular port, for

example).

In alternative embodiments/operating modes, e.g. when the user has

selected "nearest available" berth, then the display/selection steps 2 10, 2 12 may

be omitted. In some embodiments, the booking system will also arrange for

(typically time-based) payment to be made from the user (e.g. via a credit/debit

card, or from a bespoke pre-payment account) to the owner/operator of the

selected berth. In some embodiments, the system can have the user's payment

details pre-programmed into it, either through the vehicle satnav/tracker or

directly into a website/app based interface. Part of this payment may also be



awarded to the booking system operator. Alternative payment structures include

marinas handing over the booking process to the booking system operator, and

the booking system operator then giving all or some of the proceeds to the

marinas, possibly minus a service charge. The database entry relating to the

availability of the berth as stored by the marina computer 120 will also be

updated accordingly.

At step 214 the coordinates of the selected berth are used to navigate the

vessel from its current location to the location of the berth. This may be done by

the user manually navigating the vessel using the coordinates, or he/she may

enter the coordinates into an onboard navigation system. The user interface

may include a touch screen or any other suitable arrangement. In alternative

embodiments, the booking system may directly enter the coordinates into a

vessel navigation or autopilot system, or may directly interact with such systems

to transport the vessel to its destination. Upon arrival at the berth, the system

may further interact with the navigation/autopilot system of the vessel. For

example, the precise coordinates of the berth may be displayed o n the

navigation system and/or these coordinates may be used to guide the vessel

into the berth. If the navigation/autopilot system is not suitable for these fine-

tuning berthing purposes, then an external arrangement for detecting the relative

positions of the vessel and allocated berth may be provided. For instance, a

wireless interface can be set up between the vessel and part of the berth area.

This can include a sensor device installed on/under the vessel at a pre

determined position. Typically, it will be placed at same spot on all vehicles of

same make/model, so the system, when uploaded with the vehicle data, knows



how far the front, rear and/or sides of the vehicle are from the sensing device.

This sensor can read in order to determine the position of the vessel with

respect to the berth and interface with the navigation system to guide the vessel

at least partially into the berth. In alternative embodiments, the sensor may be

fitted at or adjacent the berth. As the system identifies vessels currently in the

berths and knows which vessels are to use the berths in future from the booking

information, the berth areas can be selected according to factors such as the

vessel dimensions. Price sensitive berthing/parking can also be utilised, so

prices can be adjusted according to when the berth is booked, for how long it is

booked, and/or supply/demand levels at that time.

Some embodiments of the system may be configured to attempt to

prevent users overstaying at a berth. The system may monitor the time and

whether a berthed vessel is approaching, or exceeding, its allocated time at the

berth. The monitoring may be continuous or intermittent and in some cases can

be performed by sensors located at the dockside, which interface with the

vessel, thereby recognising which vessel is docked there or whether the berth is

empty. It will be appreciated that the system can identify a vessel in many ways,

such as by means of a tracking devices, a scanner and unique bar code, or WiFi

identification with respect to the IP address of vessel's onboard computing

system, etc, possibly in combination with GPS technology, which identifies the

position of the vessel (along similar lines to known systems that detect the

position of mobile phones), which may home in on the vehicle's onboard

computers/satnav system. Therefore, this system will have to remain on a

standby mode for waterborne vessels, in order for the system to be able to



monitor the location of the ship. It will also be appreciated that there are

alternative vehicle location monitoring devices, such as cameras, etc.

In some cases, a docking arm device (such as that described in

GB2369607,for example) may include a communications link that can be used to

connect the vessel's computer system to a dockside computing device, which

then communicates with the port, e.g . via WiFi . In some embodiments,

communication may be via wired interfaces. In such embodiments, this can

effectively result in an entirely automatic boat. Alternatively, the vessel's

onboard computer can communicate directly with the marina/port computer via

WiFi or the like. If user of the vessel does not wish to be detected at all times,

then this system can be switched off by the user when not in port; however, it

w il l normal ly need to be kept active w hen in port, so that the port

authorities/system know which vessels are in which berths. The system may

include a "lock out" feature to prevent vessel users from switching off this aspect

of the system while in port. The can help port management systems be

continually updated and can then automatically update the berth booking system

accordingly.

Vessel users can be encouraged to leave any tracking devices switched

on at all times, by way of discount on the berth booking fees and/or points, which

can be used in similar way to supermarket loyalty card schemes. Boat/port

communications can be enhanced this way, as the port would then have an

overall picture of where boats are and their Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) at

the port. The ETAs can be continually updated by the system, taking into

account changing weather and weather forecasts etc. If the vessel changes



route manually or decides to stop, etc, (for example, if the boat owner wants to

go for a swim), the onboard system can prompt the captain or the like with a

question such as how long the stop will be for and will the journey to the port

then be resumed, so it can then update the relevant port where the berth is

booked. As the vessel gets closer, the port systems can then inform the boat

systems, of a port entry time. This can avoid queues of boats waiting to get into

and out of ports at busy time periods.

If the boat user stops en route then the onboard system can alert the

captain or the like as to when the boat should then resume its trip to port, in

order to meet the time slot. If the captain choses to delay the stop longer, the

system can then alert the captain regarding any extra costs, such as extra fuel

needed for faster cruise speed, etc, in order to still meet the ETA and/or lost

points/penalties incurred for late arrival. Of course, the port may wish to induce

better time management in vessels by introducing incentives and/or

deterrents/penalties to encourage boats to abide by the agreed arrival time.

Indeed, when booking a berth, the marina can offer a flexible arrival time and a

fixed arrival time booking, which would be reflected in the prices (just like flexible

flight/Channel tunnel tickets, etc). This encouragement of good time keeping is

especially important during busy times and when large ocean liners are due to

arrive/leave port, as they can take an hour to manoeuvre, etc.

If a vessel arrives at a port/marina location unannounced, then its

onboard system can be used to display a plan of the port and surrounding area,

indicating, with a red cross, for example, where the boat should wait and for how

long, while port traffic is handled. This "holding system" is similar to known flight



control systems. In some cases the system can indicate onscreen, the route the

port would like the vessel to take to get to any berth that has been

booked/allocated before/whilst the vessel was waiting. In some cases, the port

system can directly communication with the vessel's onboard system and can,

for instance, send on onscreen map to the boat, indicating (with a red arrow, for

example), where the harbour master would like the boat to wait. The port

system screens can show all the boats in the vicinity, with unique labels for each

(e.g. according to codes their systems sends to a vessel, or the IP address of

onboard systems) and can be programmed to display the vessel's name. In

some embodiments, when the harbour master hovers his cursor over a boat

name on his system, he may get a short summary of the boat's status, including

when it arrived at that point, how much fuel it has on board, and instructions

transmitted from the harbour system, etc. A user of a vessel can control what

information is transferred between the systems. This technique can be used for

vessels waiting to leave the port, as well as those entering.

In some embodiments a basic dock detection device can be provided to

alert the marina/port authorities if any vessel enters the dock. This can be an

infra-red/laser sensor or camera, etc, that may be in communication with port

management systems and/or the booking system. This can detect any vessels

that simply enter the port and dock without any prior arrangements or tracking

devices. In some cases the system can be extended to cover all vessels

entering and exiting a port. Using tracking devices, when a boat passes a

certain point at the port entrance (whether arriving or leaving) port management

systems are appropriately updated. Embodiments of the system can also be



used by the coast g uard , as wel l as a harbour master etc, to send

messages/warnings, etc, to vessels.

The system can be set up to send deadline reminders to users (e.g. to

their mobile phone, PDAs, or other computing devices (possibly via email , WiFi,

3/4G network, etc), or to the display of the booking system in the vehicle) and

ask whether the user wishes to extend the stay, if space is available. The

system can be linked to the SatNav/trackers of vessels and so it will know the

position of the vehicles and calculate which vehicles have overrun. In the

interests of privacy, if so desired, the user can disable this locating aspect of the

system at any time, unless the vehicle is actually berthed/parked in one of the

system's berths (this is to prevent over runners becoming "invisible" to the

system).

In some cases, if the system detects that the vessel is overstaying, the

user will have to pay a penalty and, possibly, the next time he berths, will have

to pay a surcharge, e.g. double rate. This can then be reduced back to the

standard rate over time, if he builds up record of good time keeping. If another

user had booked the berth but couldn't access it due to it being occupied by the

overrun vessel, he can be directed by the system to another berth (if available).

The other user may also be entitled to a reduction or a full or partial refund of the

fee. In some cases if there are no available spaces, the other user may receive

a bonus payment (these reduced berthing/parking fees/refunds can be

subsidised by the fine/extra fees paid by the user who did not leave on time). In

addition to a financial penalty, the system may interact with hardware at the

marina/port to cut off power/water/sewage services, etc, to an overrunning



vessel. The system can directly control a valve or switch system or the like to

achieve this automatically.

In addition to the above "penalty" schemes, or as an alternative, the

offending vessel can have an onscreen readout (e.g. reflected onto its window),

which states that the vessel is illegally parked. This could make it increasingly

socially unacceptable to berth beyond the booked period.

If owners of marinas, etc, do not wish to operate the full system, berth

spaces will need to be labelled/numbered/tagged, in order to enable spaces to

be individually booked to enable users of the system to see which space has

been allocated to them. This simplified system may not allow the spaces to be

adjusted according to the vessel size.

In some embodiments, the booking system may continue to operate after

an initial available berth selection has been made, e.g. it may monitor weather

conditions and may suggest an alternative destination, or automatically change

the destination, if it determines that there may be problems navigating to the

initial destination.

Figure 3 shows steps performed by an alternative embodiment of the

system where the allocatable areas comprise parking spaces for automobiles

rather than berths for waterborne vessels. At step 302 a user, typically the

driver of a car, van or other automobile logs into the booking system using a

computing device 102, which may be a mobile device, such as a smart phone

with GPS capability, or a component of an onboard navigation system/GPS Sat-

Nav. As with the embodiment of Figures 1 - 2, this operation may involve

connecting to a website operated by the booking system over the internet, for



example, and it will be appreciated that it is possible to configure the system so

that the various steps described herein are performed by code executing on the

onboard computer and/or the booking system computer. In this case, the

booking system computer will gather and/or store data relating to real-time

availability of parking spaces in locations operated/owned by entities who have

joined the system, e.g. city/regional councils or private car park owners. The

space availability data may be based on video surveillance, ticket-operated

ingress/egress barriers, etc.

After logging in, the user may be invited to indicate a preference for a

location where he wishes to find a parking space, e.g. specifying a post code,

town/city, business/residential name/address, landmark, public transport station

or street name, for example. Alternatively, the user may select the "nearest

available" space to the vehicle's current location. In some embodiments, the

user can also specify at least one other criteria that the system can use to find a

parking space, e.g. time/date of arrival/departure, preferred price range, etc.

At step 304 the system obtains information from at least one system

onboard the vehicle (which can include the user's computing device), such as

the current position of the vehicle and/or the amount of fuel available and/or the

minimum dimensions of a parking space useable by the vehicle. At step 306 the

system may obtain information from off-board systems, such as databases

providing information relating to traffic conditions, tolls/congestion charges, etc,

in the surrounding areas. In some embodiments, the system can also take into

account special events, which may cause excess traffic or road closures, for

instance, in order to calculate best place to park. For example, if there is a



demonstration march in Hyde Park London, this might involve the closure of

Park Lane, for example, so the booking system would take this into account.

The system ca n be mad e awa re of t h is sort o f event by intern et

searches/notifications or the like. In some cases, the booking system operator

may collaborate with news, traffic reports/forecasts and/or road traffic monitoring

services, so the booking system is automatically updated in real time. This sort

of up-to-date information updating arrangement can also be made with

meteorological offices and coast guard for events or weather events on the

water.

At step 308 the system uses the user-entered data and any data obtained

form off-board resources to try to find suitable parking space(s). As with the

waterborne vessel example above, the skilled person will appreciate that there

are various ways of achieving this, but, in general terms, the process aims to

find a set of parking spaces that meet the user's criteria.

At step 3 10 information relating to the found available spaces may be

displayed to the user. Such information can include details regarding the

parking space location and possibly travelling time, cost, etc. The found spaces

may be displayed as a list and the user may be able to select his/her preferred

option at step 3 12 . In alternative embodiments/operating modes, e.g. when the

user has selected "nearest available" parking space, then the display/selection

steps 3 10, 3 12 may be omitted.

At step 314 data relating to the coordinates of the selected parking space

can be used to navigate the vehicle from its current location to the space. This

may be done by the user driving to the space using his/her own knowledge of



the area, or he/she may enter the coordinates into an onboard navigation

system. In alternative embodiments, the booking system may directly enter the

coordinates into the navigation system or may directly interface with an

automated system to transport the car at least partially to the destination. In

some embodiments, the booking system may continue to operate after an initial

available berth/parking selection has been made, e.g. it may monitor traffic

conditions and may suggest an alternative destination, or automatically change

the destination, if it determines that there may be problems travelling to the

initially-selected parking space. As with the waterborne example above,

additional hardware may be provided to assist the user with parking the

automobile in the parking space. For example, the car may be fitted with a

sensing device and the parking space can have a strip of metal or other material

(e.g. painted symbol), which may be embedded in or on top of the ground

surface (this metal strip can run the distance of the line of parking bays). The

metal strip under the car could have light sensors, so the system can then

calculate the footprint of the car, by sensing the light blocked out by the car.

Alternatively, the system may communicate with a SatNav system or the like to

make these types of calculations and/or communicate with the user.

The system can assist the driver by indicating that the car can be driven

further forward or backed up, so the car is on the correct virtual footprint. It will

be appreciated that this metal strip is just one way for the system to define the

parking space. In other embodiments, the system can define flexibly-sized

parking spaces or the like, which may be defined in accordance with vehicle

dimensions, the system being programmed with vehicle model and make



information so that the system can then know exactly where the car is positioned

in the flexible size car park space and use sensors to instruct the driver

accordingly. Alternatively, the system can be connected to/communicate with a

known "parking-assist" features included in some vehicles or navigation

systems.

Also, as with the waterborne example above, embodiments of the system

can be configured to attempt to prevent/deal with vehicles overstaying in booked

parking spaces. As electric car charge points are introduced, the charge points

can be used as interface connections for cars as an alternative to the vehicle

satnav/tracker system. As an added deterrent against overstaying, the system

may be configured to cut the power supply (used for battery charging, etc) to any

overrunning vehicle.

In some embodiments, the system can be further configured to assist a

user with finding addresses. For example, if the user is booking a car park

space and does not know the area, he can enter the address he plans to visit

and the time of the visit. The system can then take this into account when

confirming the booking and suggested arrival time. Then, when the user exits

the car, the system can give directions on his mobile phone (e.g. in combination

with resources such as Google Maps and/or public transport information, etc).

The system can also take into account that the user may have multiple

destinations and may wish to park at a location enabling him to use public

transport (for cheaper parking, for example), so that the system can link with

public transport networks to give him a suggested route, as well as estimated

time of arrival.



In the event that the vehicle is being towed by another party, e.g. for

improper parking, the system can update the user as to where the vehicle has

been towed, e.g. by providing direction via a mobile phone, using Google Maps

and/or public transport information, etc, to the location of the vehicle. The user

may also use the system to indicate when he will collect the car, as well as give

a penalty fee payment method (again, this can be automatic, as payment details

can be stored by the system, when initial parking fee is paid).

The example systems described above provide vehicle operators with a

convenient way of finding a suitable area for temporarily stationing their vehicles.

It can also help owners of such areas gain an income by renting out their spaces

when they are not using them themselves. Private car parks (including

individual off-street parking spaces, belonging to private individuals, who want to

rent out these spaces or businesses, such as NCP) can also use the system and

so it can offer alternatives to public street parking. Some embodiments of the

system can give the user a refund for any unused berthing/parking time, if

departure is earlier than planned/booked. This can either be a manual or

automatic scheme (i.e. the system automatically tracks when the user leaves the

allocated area). This can then allow the system to re-assign this allocated area

to another user. Although this may not be popular with all parking space/berth

owners, it can allow more efficient use of available space and therefore more

business efficiency and even less wastage of fuel, as well as good PR for the

system owner/operator. As a compromise, a full or partial non-used time refund

could be offered, depending on the preferences of the system operator.

It will be appreciated that further variations of the system are possible,



e.g. to allocate storage spaces for private or commercial aircraft or the like. The

information generated by the system can be displayed on any suitable display

technology, e.g. LCD or LED screens or even "heads up" type displays on the

windscreen/window of a vehicle. The system can display the recommended

path to the allocated area and/or any other information to the user in this way.

This can be especially important when vehicles are approaching each other,

entering/exiting a port, etc. In order for these embodiments of the system to be

fully effective, all vessels, from jet skis to oil tankers would have to have tracking

systems, so all vessels can be tracked.



CLAIMS

1. A method of directing a vehicle (100) to an allocated area ( 126), the

method including:

obtaining (204) data representing a current geographical location of the

vehicle;

using (208) the geographical location data to identify at least one

destination location ( 122), each said destination location having a set of

allocatable areas;

checking (208) availability of the allocatable areas at the at least one

destination location in order to allocate a said available allocatable area to the

vehicle, and

generating data for use in directing (214) the vehicle to the area allocated

to the vehicle.

2 . A method according to claim 1, including obtaining (202, 204) further data

relating to the vehicle and using the further vehicle data to identify the at least

one destination location (122).

3 . A method according to claim 2 , including obtaining a fuel level of the

vehicle ( 100) to identify (208) said destination locations ( 122) that are within

range of the vehicle based on the fuel level.

4 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including

obtaining (206) information relating to travel between the current geographical

location and destination location ( 122), such as information relating to weather

conditions, information relating to shipping lanes or charts, information relating to

traffic conditions, information relating to road works, information relating to tolls



or congestion charges.

5 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including

obtaining (202) data relating to at least one user preference, the user preference

data being used (208) to identify the at least one destination location (122).

6 . A method according to claim 5, wherein the user preference data includes

a price range and the method compares the user price preference with

information relating to prices of allocatable areas at the destination locations

( 122).

7 . A method according to claim 5 or 6 , wherein the user preference data

specifies that the method is to find (208) a said destination location ( 122) that is

nearest to the current geographical destination of the vehicle (100).

8 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including

presenting (21 0) information relating to the identified destination locations (122)

and allowing the user to select (212) at least one of the identified destination

locations.

9 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

generated data for directing the vehicle (100) is used by a navigation or autopilot

system to navigate or transport the vehicle to the destination location ( 122)

having the allocated area ( 126).

10 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein upon

arrival of the vehicle at the allocated area the method further uses the navigation

or autopilot system to display precise coordinates of the allocated area on the

navigation system, and/or the precise coordinates are used by the autopilot

system to guide the vehicle to dock in the allocated area.



11. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 9 , wherein a sensor

arrangement fitted on/adjacent the vehicle and/or the allocated area is used to

assist with docking the vehicle in the allocated area.

12 . A method according to claim 11, wherein the sensor arrangement detects

a position of the vehicle relative to at least one feature of the allocated area.

13 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, further including

identifying and monitoring a said vehicle located in the allocated area.

14. A method according to claim 13, including monitoring whether the vehicle

is approaching, or exceeding, its allocated time in the allocated area.

15 . A method accord ing to claim 13 or 14 , wherein the monitoring is

performed by at least one sensor located at or adjacent the allocated area.

16 . A method according to claim 14, wherein if it is detected that the vehicle

is exceeding its allocated time in the allocated area then the method further

includes imposing a penalty on a user of the vehicle.

17 . A method according to claim 16, wherein the penalty comprises a

financial penalty.

18 . A method according to claim 16 or 17 , wherein the penalty includes

depriving the vehicle of a service at the allocated area, e.g. cut off fresh water;

sewerage; electricity and/or fuel services.

19 . A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including

detecting if another vehicle is prevented from using the allocated area due to the

firstmentioned vehicle exceeding its allocated time, and seeking an alternative

allocatable area for the other vehicle.

20. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, further including



computing an estimated time of arrival of the vehicle at the allocated area.

2 1 . A method according to claim 20, further including updating the estimated

time of arrival if a user of the vehicle interrupts, or makes a detour from, a route

to the allocated area.

22. A method according to claim 2 1 , further including updating the estimated

time of arrival based on weather condition and/or traffic/shipping lane

information.

23. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, further including

computing a cost value associated with travelling from the current geographical

location to a said destination location.

24. A method according to claim 23, wherein the computing of the cost value

includes computing a cost of travel based on distance between the current

geographical location and the destination location; en route weather conditions;

en route traffic or shipping lane information; fuel usage (which may be based on

estimated speed of travel and/or weather conditions and/or shipping lane

information) ; and/or weight of the vehicle (possibly including onboard materials,

such as fuel, water and/or a number of people onboard).

25. A method according to claim 24, wherein the method uses a waterline

monitoring device to compute the weight of the vehicle.

26. A method according to any one of claims 23 to 25, including using a

reading from a foul sensor in the cost computation.

27. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

vehicle ( 100) comprises a waterborne vessel and the allocatable areas ( 126)

comprise berths.



28. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 26, wherein the vehicle

comprises a motor vehicle and the allocatable areas comprise parking spaces.

29. A computer program element comprising: computer code means to make

the computer execute a method according to any one of the preceding claims.

30. A system ( 102, 110) adapted to direct a vehicle ( 100) to an allocated area

( 126), the system including:

a location device ( 108) for obtaining data representing a current

geographical location of the vehicle;

a device ( 102, 110) configured to use the geographical location data to

identify at least one destination location ( 122), each said destination location

having a set of allocatable areas (126);

a device ( 102, 110) configured to check availability of the allocatable

areas at the at least one destination location in order to allocate a said available

allocatable area to the vehicle, and

a device ( 102, 110) configured to generate data for use in directing the

vehicle to the area allocated to the vehicle.

3 1 . A method of directing a vehicle to an allocated area substantially as

described herein and/or with reference to the accompanying drawings.

32. A system adapted to direct a vehicle to an allocated area substantially as

described herein and/or with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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